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Old buildings will have been constructed with little
thought of achieving the standards that we like to
take for granted in the 21st Century. Flooring would
not have had insulation, roofs rarely would have 
anything in them to insulate unless they were thatch.
Buildings were largely constructed to keep the wind
and rain out but often relied on 24hr fires during 
winter to keep the building warm and damp free.

As construction methods and materials change, so
have our aspirations for comfort levels. We all hope
to have a draft free, dry and warm dwelling that 
doesn’t cost the earth to achieve. Problems can 
occur if we try and upgrade our homes and buildings
to modern standards with little regard for the 
requirements of the building. In our ever demanding
search for better thermal performance, it is common
to create problems with condensation, damp walls or
even structural failure in the long term. Too much
moisture causes slump and collapse in cob walls and
rot in structural timber.

There are products readily available that are natural
work sympathetically with old buildings and will help
provide what we demand from our homes without
damaging them. Many improvements and solutions
used in more modern structures are also promoted for
use in traditional buildings without any thought of
how they may adversely affect the dynamics of the
building. Use of correct materials often involves
greater initial outlay than inappropriate materials but
can stack up financially in the longer term. It may be
possible to get upgrades through the Green Deal or
ECO grants if these work for your individual 
circumstances.

Some natural insulation products can readily be fitted
by a competent DIYer. Sheep’s wool rolls, Hemp or
wood fibre batts into the loft, suspended floors or
within stud walls offer good thermal and acoustic 
performance and help control high humidity levels.
They act as a reservoir that lets it out once the 
humidity levels fall.

Other upgrades that would involve greater disruption
and greater expense would be an insulated floor such

A Warm Feeling: 

Energy Bill Reduction

With ever increasing energy costs likely to continue, along with the need 
to reduce our carbon footprint, we need to look at ways of creating energy
efficiencies on our older buildings that do not impact our cultural heritage.
It is not just listed buildings that require sympathetic materials, the majority
of traditional buildings need to be treated as though they are listed and they
may then maintain their character and value.
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as limecrete that uses lightweight clay aggregate or
recycled foam glass. These insulations have excellent
eco credentials as well as offering a more sympathetic
way of creating a capillary break in an old building.
Limecrete floors offer a flexible floor that 
accommodates building movement inherent in old
buildings, and the floor can be vapour permeable as
well as being able to include efficient under floor
heating.

Wall insulation can offer huge benefits by keeping the
heat within the building and preventing overheating
during hot summers. It is ideal and always technically
better to fit insulation on the outside of a building as
the walls will then act as storage heaters for any heat
generated in the building, keeping warmer and dryer. 

There are a number of natural insulation systems
available on the market that won’t trap moisture in
the building. Wood fibre boards impregnated with a
small amount of latex can be fixed to flat walls. Some
of these have BBA certification and can therefore be
suitable for Green Deal and ECO application. Other
systems using sustainable cork boards will offer similar
thermal performance at less cost. Either of these 
systems can be rendered with lime based mortars or
clad with various materials.

If the building isn’t suitable for boards to be applied
to the walls, insulating renders are available such as
ecoCORK, this is a natural hydraulic lime and
cork/sand mix. This is ideal if the building needs to
be re-rendered anyway as the costs compare well to a
pre-mixed lime putty/sand mix but offer around 7-8
times better thermal performance than a traditional
lime mortar mix. The render is simply lime with an
aggregate so is perfect for listed buildings that need to
retain soft lines and is even more popular than lime
putty mortar projects in some areas of the country.

A solid wall could have it’s u-value improved by
around 20-35% by using the ecoCORK insulating
render and much more if insulation boards are used.
We all know that it is not a perfect world though and
it is often necessary to fit insulation internally, this
can be very effective but needs a little extra thought
if condensation issues are to be avoided. Be sure to
seek advice before undertaking any insulation 
upgrades. ■

Above examples of materials used

Above and below examples of work in progress

Below example of completed work
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